Ace Triangle Shawl
by Adrian Gergler

This pattern can be used with any flat bed knitting machine.
This pattern assumes that the knitter has basic knowledge of the flat bed knitting
machine being used. This assumption includes casting on with an e-wrap cast on,
knitting with the carriage, decreasing, increasing with or without eyelets, and binding off.
This pattern also assumes that the knitter will have previously determined the carriage
dial settings and tension rod settings for the weight of yarn that will be used.
This pattern starts with the carriage on the right hand side of the bed. All odd
number rows will move the carriage from right to left. All even number rows will move the
carriage from left to right. If you want to start your shawl with the carriage on the left
hand side of the bed, you will need to reverse any directional instructions.
Because of the increases and decreases at the edges of this shawl, the work will
move across the bed. It is recommended to have a garter bar on hand to remove the
work from the bed to reset the work back to the right hand side of the bed. If you do not
have a garter bar, you may need to periodically scrap off your shawl to move the work
back to the right hand side of the bed.

Pattern:
Right edge - edge of the work nearest your right hand
Left edge - edge of the work nearest your left hand
Waste yarn:
Cast on 4 needles at the right hand side of the bed and knit several rows on waste yarn
to hang weights
Cast on:
Cast on 4 stitches with e-wrap cast on
Start with carriage on right side - Knit 2 rows
Set up rows:
Row 3 - Move right edge 2 sts left to dec 1, move left edge 1 st left to inc 1 without
eyelet, then knit row
Row 4 - Move left edge 1 st left to inc 1 without eyelet, then knit row
Row 5 - Move right edge 2 sts left to dec 1, move left edge 1 st left to inc 1 without
eyelet, then knit row
Row 6 - Move left edge 2 sts left to inc 1 without eyelet, then knit row
Row 7 - Move right edge 2 sts left to dec 1, left edge 2 sts left to inc 1 with eyelet, knit
row
Row 8 - Move left edge 2 sts left to inc 1 with eyelet, knit row
Rows 9 & 10 - Repeat rows 7 & 8
Main Rows:
Row 11 - Right Edge: Move right edge 2 sts left to dec 1, move 1 st left from the dec to
the left to create eyelet; Left Edge: Move left edge 2 sts left to inc 1 with eyelet;
then knit row
Row 12 - Move left edge 2 sts to the left left to inc 1 with eyelet, then knit row
Repeat 11 & 12 until you reach desired edge width or have used all needles on the
machine.
Knit 2 final rows.
Bind off.

